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Modification of the implantable biomaterial surfaces is known to improve the biocompatibility of metallic im-
plants. Particularly, treatments such as etching, sand-blasting or laser treatment are commonly studied to under-
stand the impact of nano/micro roughness on cell attachment. Although, the currently utilized surface
modification techniques are known to improve the amount of cell attachment, it is critical to control the level
of attachment due to the fact that promotion of bioactivity is needed for prosthetic implants while the cardiac
valves, which are also made of titanium, need demotion of cells attachment to be able to function. In this
study, a new alternative is proposed to treat the implantable titanium surfaces by chemical mechanical polishing
(CMP) technique. It is demonstrated that the application of CMP on the titanium surface helps in modifying the
surface roughness of the implant in a controlled manner (inducing nano-scale smoothness or controlled nano/
micro roughness). Simultaneously, it is observed that the application of CMP limits the bacteria growth by
forming a protective thin surface oxide layer on titanium implants. It is further shown that there is an optimal
level of surface roughness where the cell attachment reaches a maximum and the level of roughness is control-
lable through CMP.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Biomaterials are commonly used to make implantable structures
such as dental prostheses, orthopedic devices, cardiac pacemakers,
stents and catheters [1]. The choice of an adequate implant material
for a selected application is based on the bio-stability and bio-compati-
bility of the material once the required mechanical strength and dura-
bility is achieved. Commercially, pure titanium and its alloys (most
commonly Ti-6Al-4V) are widely used as structural biomaterials due
to their extraordinary properties such as high mechanical strength per
unit volume in addition to their high corrosion resistance due to their
stable passive oxide layer [1–4]. The native oxide layer of titanium
that spontaneously forms in air is in nanometer scale (3–10 nm) and
it is typically amorphous and stoichiometrically defective [5–6]. To be
a protective oxide film, the formed TiO2 layer has to be continuous,
pore free and adhesive. Hence, although the native oxide film of titani-
um is known to be protective, additional oxidation treatments such as
chemical etching [6], thermal treatment [7] and electrochemical anodi-
zation [8] of the titanium surface are practiced to grow an oxide layer by
controlling the thickness, porosity, crystal structure of the oxide to
enhance the wear characteristics as well as the bio-compatibility.
im).
The nano-scale oxide layer of titaniumhasmultiple functionalities in
biomaterial implant Spontaneously, when the titanium oxide film is
continuous and pore free, it can also prevent the titanium ion dissolu-
tion once the implant is implanted applications. First of all, it is known
to promote the biocompatibility of the titanium by enhancing cell at-
tachment [9]. It also serves as an adhesion layer between the implant
and the bone tissue (commonly simulated with hydroxyapatite-HA)
particularly when an anatase crystalline structure is formed [10],
which justifies the deposition of the TiO2 layers on the bare titanium im-
plants [7]. In addition, the formation of a protective oxide film of titani-
um helps shield the implant surface against corrosion by stopping the
oxygen diffusion as shown by electrochemical analyses in detail [4]. As
the implants are exposed to aggressive environments such as in body
fluids (particularly in the acidic mouth environment when the dental
implants are considered) the surface properties of this film becomes
more important [4]. Consequently, it is favorable to promote the forma-
tion of the protective oxide layer of titanium during its processing for
the implant applications.

In addition to the characteristics of the titanium oxide film, the
surface topography of the titanium implants has also been studied in-
tensively to analyze the effect of surface roughness on the biocompati-
bility. There are many processing techniques adopted to modify the
implantmaterial surface roughness and concurrently the chemical com-
position [11]. Gupta and coworkers classified the available surface
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modification techniques into four main groups including (i) the
methods to increase surface roughness, (ii) chemical etching, (iii) vari-
ous methods of coating and (iv) the surface chemical and chemical to-
pography modifications [8]. Blasting is one of the most commonly
practiced techniques to increase surface roughness in which particles
of various diameters of mainly alumina (Al2O3) and titania (TiO2) with
particle size ranging from small, medium to large grit are used to blast
the surfaces of the implant [12,13]. The obtained roughness depends
on the particle size, time of blasting, pressure and distance from the
source of particle to the implant surface. The createdmicro-scale rough-
ness allows adhesion, proliferation and differentiation of bone cells
(osteoblasts) yet the soft tissue cells (fibroblasts) adhere to the surface
with difficulty and hence this method can limit soft tissue proliferation
and increase bone formation. However, some particles are commonly
left on the surface after blasting which may impair bone formation by
a possible competitive action on calcium ions [14]. Chemical etching is
another method in which the implant is dipped into an acidic environ-
ment and the surface structure changes as a function of acid type, con-
centration and exposure time. This method has also been observed to
promote osteointegration and implemented following the sand blasting
on the implant surfaces as well [15]. However, a yellowish, blurry
looking film was observed to form on the implant surface after the
etch operation [16]. Blasting method is also practiced by using only hy-
droxyapatite (HA) particles or biphasic calcium phosphate (BCP) parti-
cles. BCP is a mixture of the hydroxyapatite and beta-tricalcium
phosphate. Implementation of an etch procedure is also common fol-
lowing the BCP treatment. The advantage of BCP is that the surface
can be structured at micro-scale due to higher hardness of the BCP par-
ticles relative to pure HA. Moreover, even if the HA or BCP particles
maybe left on the implant post blasting operation, they do not adversely
impact biocompatibility since both of these minerals are known to have
similar compositions to the bone tissue and they are commonly utilized
to mimic the osteoblast attachment for implant studies [17]. Other than
blasting and etching, application of coating on the implant surfaceswith
HA by using plasma spraying, laser ablation, pulsed laser deposition,
sputtering or simply dip coating are also practiced [8]. While these
methods help improve the cell attachment, they are also prone to
delamination at the implant/coating interface, which may fail the
healthy integration of the implant with the surrounding tissue [8,18].
Hydroxyapatite composites with zirconia and alumina were also
shown to be good coating materials particularly for dental implants
promoting the mechanical properties of the implants in addition to en-
hanced osteointegration [18]. Finally, the surface chemical and chemical
topography modifications involve the treatment of the implant surface
by the control of surface chemistry and attachment of proteins and
cell adhesionmolecules on the surfaces of the implant through electrical
double layer interactions [8,19].

All the surface modification methods mentioned so far tend to
form random surface structures on the implant surface ranging
from nano to micro scale roughness. The isotropic nature of the sur-
face structures result in equal probability of the cell attachment on
the implant surface. To induce anisotropic surface structuring,
more recently introduced alternative of implant surface structuring
is the utilization of lasers [20–23]. The use of lasers allows the
manufacturing of anisotropic surfaces which can help grow the
cells in a specific direction. Furthermore, laser structuring can help
in controlling cell attachment between the osteoblast which prefer
micro-scale roughness and the fibroblast which is preferably better
attached on the nano-rough surfaces [22,23]. It is also known that
although micro-scale roughness has been studied intensively to pro-
mote cell attachment, the cellular events takes place on the nano-
scale for cell-substrate interactions as the nano-metric cues have
been shown to influence the cell activities [6,22,23]. Therefore, the
scale of surface roughness from nano towardsmicro is critical to con-
trol bioactivity by selective promotion or demotion of the cell
attachment.
In the present study we introduce chemical mechanical polishing
(CMP) technique as an alternative to surface structuring of the biomed-
ical implants [24]. CMP has initially been introduced for glass polishing
and extended into the planarization of the interlayer metal connectors
and dielectrics in microelectronics manufacturing [25]. In CMP process,
the top film surface of the material is exposed to the chemicals in
the polishing slurry which is made of submicron size particles and
corrosives. This interaction forms a chemically altered topfilm that is re-
moved by the mechanical action of the slurry abrasive particles. There-
fore, it is a different method as compared to the mechanical polishing
techniques used for implant surface finishing [26]. The chemically al-
tered top films have to be a protective oxide to enable planarization
by stopping chemical corrosion on the recessed metal surfaces while
the elevated structures are polished [27]. Titanium CMP is performed
in microelectronics to planarize Ti/TiN layers used as barriers to alumi-
num interconnect diffusion to the dielectric layers [28]. Furthermore, it
has been shown by an earlier study that the application of CMP on Ti
films has been very successful in terms of creating a titanium oxide
film on the surface that might also help promote biocompatibility in
addition to helping removal of the reacted and contaminated surface
layers [16,29]. The comparison of the electrochemical etch to CMP
application on titanium has shown that the titanium surfaces treated
by CMP using colloidal silica slurries and an oxidizer concentration of
3 wt% were much clear and compositionally continuous than the yel-
lowish and blurry titanium oxide layers formed by electrochemical
etching. Furthermore, in this study CMP is synergistically utilized to in-
duce nano-scale smoothness or nano/micro scale roughness on the
bioimplant surface. Particularly, we focus on the dental implants to
change the surface roughness in a control manner. Implementation of
the CMP process on titanium bio-implants results in a synergy by
(i) cleaning the implant surface from potentially contaminated surface
layers by removing a nano-scale top layer during the process, (ii) simul-
taneously creating a non-porous and continuous nano-scale oxide film
on the surface to limit any further contamination to minimize risk of
infection and prevent corrosion and (iii) inducing controlled surface
smoothness/roughness by designing the CMP process variables such
as slurry particle size, solids loading as well as the oxidizer type and
concentration.

In order to demonstrate the use of CMP on dental implants, both
titanium plates and dental implants were processed. The CMP process
was carried out by using alumina based slurries and H2O2 as an oxidizer
on commercially pure (cp) Ti samples with different polishing pads
to modify surface topography. CMP characterization was performed
by material removal rate, surface roughness by using atomic force
microscopy (AFM) and wettability analysis (through contact angle
measurements) in addition to the surface topography and elemental
composition analyses on the treated surface by X-ray diffraction
(XRD), energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS). Biological evaluations were performed
by cytotoxicity evaluations in addition to bacterial and cell attachment
tests and hydroxyapatite adhesion through wet deposition.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

The original titanium foil sample surface, which is considered as
baseline in this experimental study, was annealed. Fig. 1a illustrates
the optical micrograph of the anodized titanium plate surface (200X)
as well as the SEM cross sectional image illustrating the thick and po-
rous oxide layer with 30–40 μm thickness. Fig. 1b shows the titanium
based dental implant used to implement the optimized CMP conditions
through hand polishing on a 3-D sample. The dental implants were
provided by MODE Medical Company and they were only shaped by
machining prior to their exposure to the CMP testing.



Fig. 1. Surface structures of (a) optical image of baseline anodized titanium plate sample (200× magnification) and SEM x-section illustrating thick surface oxide, (b) baseline machine
shaped dental implant sample with no additional surface treatment (4× magnification).
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2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Chemical mechanical polishing experiments
CMP experimentswere conducted on a tabletop Tegrapol-31 polish-

er. Fig. 2a shows the 2-dimensional standard CMP set up as it is devel-
oped for the polishing and planarization of the 2-D structures. CMP
slurries were prepared by using 5% weight alumina (Al2O3) abrasives
with 50 nmparticle size at pH4 using nitric acid. In order to provide sta-
bility, the suspensionswere ultrasonicated long enough by repeated pH
adjustment until the slurry was fully stabilized. CMP tests were con-
ducted at 70 N downforce which is equivalent to a 7.88 psi pressure
on the used sample size (14 × 14 mm). The titanium plates were
polished by using a SubaIV subpad stacked under a polytex buff pad to
smoothen the surface while protecting the macro-scale shape of the
plates. This soft-pad configuration enables a gentle interaction between
the pad and the implant surface providing local smoothening while
maintaining the physical shape of the surface that is required for the
screw pitch of the dental implants. In addition, two sizes of sand paper
(silicon carbide 150C and P320) were used in place of the polishing
pad to create the micro structures through CMP. Fig. 2b and c illustrate
the CMP pads and the sample holder, respectively. In Fig. 2b, the picture
with dark colored square surface structure belongs to the Polytex pad
used as the prime pad and the lighter colored pad with the circular
holes belongs to the Suba IV sub-pad. Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2−
Sigma Aldrich, %34.5–36.5 purity) was utilized as an oxidizer in the
CMP experiments except for the baseline sample which received no
additional treatment. Furthermore, one of the samples was polished
without an oxidizer to expose the underlying titanium metal in order
to understand the effect of formation of an oxide layer during CMP on
bio-compatibility. Samples ran with the polymeric CMP pads and
Fig. 2. CMP configuration for 2-D titanium plates (a) tabletop CMP to
abrasive papers were polished for 2 min with 3 wt% oxidizer addition.
Material removal rates were calculated through weighing the samples
pre and post polish by Swiss Made ES125SM model precise scientific
balance (five digits after the decimal point, 0.01 mg accuracy). All sam-
pleswere cleaned in ultrasonic bathwith pH 4-adjustedwater for 5min
and dried with nitrogen gas before they were characterized. Same ex-
perimental procedure was implemented on the 3-D dental implant
samples obtained from Mode Medical Limited by using a polymeric
brush and flowing slurry on the samples as they were hand polished.

2.2.2. Surface characterization experiments

2.2.2.1. Wettability characterization. All the 2-D and 3-D samples were
characterized for wettability through contact angle measurements
with simulated body fluid (SBF) by using a KSV ATTENSION Theta Lite
Optic Contact Angle Goniometer using the sessile drop method. Five
drops were measured on each sample. The drop images were stored
by a camera and an image analysis system calculated the contact angle
(Θ) from the shape of the drops.

2.2.2.2. Surface topography and roughness characterization. The surface
topographies of the 2-D specimens were examined by Nanomagnetics
Atomic ForceMicroscope (AFM) using contactmode. Surface roughness
values were recorded on 10 × 10 μm scan area and reported as an aver-
age of minimum three measurements taken on the samples. CMP gen-
erated metal oxide thin films are verified to be in nanometer scales
(1–10 nm) and high energy beams of the Scanning ElectronMicroscopy
(SEM) results in damage on these ultra-thinfilms, or require a coating to
be applied (which changes the nature of the thin oxide layer). There-
fore, AFM technique was preferred for characterization of the CMP
ol (b) polytex and Suba IV polishing pads and (c) sample holder.
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induced titanium surfaces (AFM does not require a coating application
on the surface) [27,30]. SEM analyses were conducted to obtain the
cross sectional analyses on the original titanium plate by JEOL JIB-
4501SEM to analyze the thickness of the anodized titanium oxide
layer. Furthermore, profilometry analyses were performed to measure
the roughness values of the titanium plates at a larger scale by using a
Mitutoyo SJ-400 profilometer. 4 mm lengths were scanned on the sam-
ples on three different locations and averaged for the average roughness
(Ra) and average roughness depth (Rz) values.

2.2.2.3. Surface crystallographic structure analyses. In order to analyze the
changes in the nature of the very top thin film that is modified by the
chemical action of the CMP process, grazing angle GIXRD analyses
were also conducted by using PANalytical, X'PERT Pro MPD model
XRD analyzer. The XRD profiles were collected between 20–80° of 2Θ
angles with a step interval of 0.02° using grazing angles for the
measurements.

2.2.2.4. Surface chemical composition analyses. The chemical nature of the
titanium surfaces was also studied through X-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (XPS) and Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analyses. PHOIBOS
HAS 3500 150 R5e XPS [HW Type 30:14] tool was used to compare
the electronic states of the Ti2p and O1s of the titanium plates pre and
post CMP. Furthermore, EDX analyses were performed on a JEOL JIB-
4501 MultiBeam Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). The titanium
peaks were investigated at 0.4 and 4.5 eV and oxygen peak was ana-
lyzed at the 0.525 eV as reference values [13].

2.2.3. Biostability and biocompatibility analyses

2.2.3.1. Cytotoxicity analyses. ISO 10993-5 cytotoxicity test procedure
was adapted to evaluate the cell viability on the samples treated with
and without CMP. L929 mice fibroblast cells were used to represent
the mammalian system. Cells were counted and seeded onto the well
plate at a concentration of 104 cells/plate. The titanium samples were
kept in the solutions prepared as per the ISO 10993-5 procedures for
72 h and the solution extracts were added to the cell plates at 37 °C
and retained for 24 h in a %5-CO2 media. Cell viability was evaluated
via WST-1 agent by colorimetric testing.

2.2.3.2. Bacteria attachment evaluations. Titanium plates were sterilized
in an autoclave at 120 °C temperature for 20 min before the microbio-
logical analysis. Cronobacter sakazakii (Gram-) bacteria was used as
the species to evaluate the bacteria attachment. 100 μl of microorgan-
isms from the nutrient broth microbial stock were spread on nutrient
agar plates under sterile conditions. After the cultivation of bacteria,
sterilized Ti samples were placed into each plate and incubated at
37 °C. The bacteria growth zone was observed over 1, 3 and 7 days
and quantified by measuring the thickness of the colonies grown at
the periphery of the plates through photographs taken on the sam-
ples (Fig. 3a).
Fig. 3. Biological evaluation set-up for (a) bacterial growth analyses, (b) cell attachment test
counting fibroblast cells.
2.2.3.3. Cell growth analyses. Titanium plates were cut into circular disks
for the cell-growth evaluation to fit into well plate-18 and sterilized
with UV radiation. L929 fibroplast cells were amplified in the laboratory
for the proliferation on the samples. The cells were seeded directly on
top of the Ti plates which were placed at the bottom of the wells. The
nutrient medium was changed every 3 days to help keep the fibroblast
cells alive. After 1, 3, and 5 days of incubation periods, the grown cells
were washed off the titanium plates.

In order to test the cell attachment on the titanium plates, initially
7.8 g DMEM-F12 (Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium, D8900 Sigma)
and 0.6 g NHCO3 (dissolved in 450 ml ultra-pure water) was mixed to
prepare a total 500 ml solution. The pH of the solution was adjusted to
7.3 with the addition of NaOH. 50 ml FBS (fetal bovine serum) was
added afterwards to make a 10 wt% FBS concentrated solution. 5 ml of
antibiotic Penicillin Streptomysin (100X) was added as the last compo-
nent and the solution was mixed thoroughly and filtered as a final step.
L929 fibroblast cells were grown in the prepared nutrient media inside
thewell plates in the presence of the prepared Ti samples. The excessive
solution was removed from the well plates with vacuum ant the plates
were washed with phosphate buffer solution (PBS). The grown cells
were separated from the plates by using Tripsin into the well plates.
The cellswere placed into the falcon tubes and centrifuged at room tem-
perature at 1300 rpm. The settled cells were diluted to a 104 cells/cm2

concentration and transferred on to the Thoma lamel for counting
under the microscope as shown in Fig. 3b and c.

2.2.3.4. Hydroxyapatite attachment analyses. Hydroxyapatite (HA) is
known to be mimicking the bone tissue as it is well studied in the liter-
ature and consequently it helps promote the osteoblast cell attachment
as a coating on the implants [31–35]. In order tomimic the bone cell re-
sponse, HA attachment was evaluated on the titanium implants by pre-
paring a solution by using Ca and P routes namely the calcium nitrate
(Ca(NO3)2) and diammonium hydrogen sulphate ((NH4)2HPO4) ac-
cording to the reaction given in the following chemical Eq. (1) [31].

10Ca NO3ð Þ2 þ 6 NH4ð Þ2HPO4 þ 8NH4OH→Ca10 PO4ð Þ6 OHð Þ2
þ 20NH4NO3 þ 6H2O ð1Þ

Before deposition, titanium samples were washed in distilled water
in an ultrasonic bath. Deposition was carried out by dipping the
titanium plates into the HA solutions for 72 h [32,33]. The HA growth
was evaluated through weight differences pre and post the coating
procedure. This evaluation is an indication of how well the osteoblast
cells will attach to the CMP processed surface in addition to the plausi-
bility of coating the implant surfaces with HA to further promote
biocompatibility.

3. Results and discussion

The baseline titanium plates were anodized and hence had a porous
oxide layer on the surface as it is seen in Fig. 1a. In order to understand
the impact of the presence of oxide as well as the nature of the oxide
incubation well plates and (c) microscopic image of L929 cells on Thoma lamel used for
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film on the titanium surface, a baseline sample was subjected to surface
characterization and biological evaluations. In addition, another sample
was prepared by implementing CMP treatment by using 3 wt% alumina
nanoparticle containing slurry at pH 4 without addition of the H2O2 ox-
idizer. This approach tunes the CMP process to function only mechani-
cally and helps remove the surface oxide of the plates and expose the
bare titaniumwithout planarization due to the lack of chemical compo-
nent. In addition, CMP was performed in the presence of oxidizer addi-
tion to the alumina slurries (3 wt% H2O2) in order to compare the
titanium oxide films that forms through the CMP process to the baseline
anodized oxide film in terms of bioactivity performance. In these pre-
liminary CMP evaluations, a relatively soft polytex buff-pad was used
on top of a SUBA IV subpad to provide smooth surface finish while
protecting the topography of the surface such as the screw crests and
roots of the dental implants. Following these treatments, two types of
abrasive papers were used to induce micro-scale roughness to the tita-
nium plates to evaluate the effect of surface nano-structuring on the
material and biological responses by using the slurries in the presence
of 3 wt% oxidizer. Consequently, five types of sample surfaces were pre-
pared as (i) baseline, (ii) CMP without H2O2 which exposes bare titani-
um surface, (iii) CMP treated in the presence of H2O2, (iv) CMP treated
in the presence of oxidizer by using 45-μm grid abrasive paper and (v)
CMP treated in the presence of oxidizer by using 90-μm grid abrasive
paper. These five samples were evaluated for their CMP responses, sur-
face characterization as well as the biological performances. Moreover,
the 3-D dental implants were also exposed to the same set of treat-
ments, as detailed in the materials and the methods section, and evalu-
ated for their CMP responses and project corresponding biological
performances.
3.1. CMP performance and wettability evaluations

Titanium plates treated with the five conditions as described above
were initially characterized for the CMPmaterial removal rate, wettabil-
ity, and surface topography responses evaluated through surface rough-
ness measurements. Table 1 summarizes the post CMP evaluations of
the experiments conducted on the baseline and CMP treated titanium
plates. It can be seen that the material removal rates of the samples
polished on the polymeric pads were negligible. Particularly, the CMP
test conducted without the addition of oxidizer resulted in only
0.007 μm/min material removal rate. This result is expected since the
material removal is driven by the continuous chemical attack on the
surface by the oxidizer during the CMP operation. Consequently, when
the oxidizer is added into the system, material removal rate of 0.5–
0.9 μm/min was obtained. On the other hand, polishing with the abra-
sive papers resulted inmuchhigher removal rates due to the highly pro-
nounced mechanical action provided by the fixed abrasive particles
embedded into the polishing papers. Although, this very high level of
material removal rates are typically not desired for the CMP applica-
tions, it must be noted here once again that the abrasive papers help
modulate the surface roughness significantly to understand the effect
of roughness on the bioimplant performance. Fig. 4a also illustrates
the trend in the material removal rates of the samples treated with
Table 1
Material removal rate, wettability and surface roughness responses of the titanium plate samp

Sample CMP conditions Material removal rate (nm/min) We

Time (min) Pad type

As is – – – 84.
CMP without H2O2 2 Polytex pad 7 ± 2 45.
CMP with 3 wt% H2O2 2 Polytex pad 505 ± 395 34.
CMP with 3 wt% H2O2 2 Ab.P.(45 μm) 30,113 ± 3039 54.
CMP with 3 wt% H2O2 2 Ab.P.(90 μm) 37,260 ± 3882 65.
various CMP conditions highlighting the much higher removal rates
with the abrasive papers.

Fig. 4b summarizes the contact angle measurements taken with the
simulated body fluid on the titaniumplates representing thewettability
of implant surface in the body environment. The high contact angle
value obtained on the untreated baseline titanium sample can be attrib-
uted to the surface oxide formed by anodization which has a porous
structure [34,35]. The trapped air in the porous titanium oxide is be-
lieved to increase the hydrophobicity of the surface. The CMP process
performed without the oxidizer addition resulted in removal of the
top oxide layer and exposed the titanium surface with a ~ 45° contact
angle measured, which is approximately half of the value measured
on the baseline sample (85°). This observation confirms that the thick
anodized oxide film was removed from the titanium surface during
the polishing with water since the wettability response of the sample
changed significantly. The decrease in the contact angle of the bare tita-
nium surface can be attributed to the higher surface energy of the fresh-
ly exposed titanium atoms resulting in higher interaction with the
watermolecules that leads to higher surfacewettability and hence a de-
crease in the contact angle value. For the following treatments where
CMP was conducted in the presence of an oxidizer, the effect of surface
roughness on the contact angle response started to dominate in parallel
to the observations in the literature [21,22]. Fig. 5 shows theAFMmicro-
graphs and corresponding cross sectional analyses of the titaniumplates
treated by using five different experimental conditions. Here, it can be
seen that the surfaces with a smoother surface finish, such as in the
case of CMP application in the presence of the oxidizer (Fig. 5c), resulted
in more wettability and hence a lower contact angle, and the surfaces
with the induced micro-roughness (such as the samples polished with
abrasive papers) resulted in a higher contact angle that can be attribut-
ed to the loweredwettability through the trapped air pocketswithin the
grooves on the surface. Onemore important factor that can be observed
by comparing the micrographs in Fig. 5 is that, the CMP of the surfaces
by using the soft polytex pad helps smoothen the surfaces locally
while protecting the macro scale topography. This effect can be seen
when the cross-sectional profiles of the baseline sample (Fig. 5a) and
the CMP treated sample (Fig. 5c) are compared.

Table 1 summarizes the surface roughness evaluations of the
samples treated with the five experimental conditions by taking
10 × 10 μm surface scans and averaging the measurements on three
samples. The original sample had a high root mean square (RMS) sur-
face roughness (486 ± 17 nm) that can be attributed to the porous
oxide layer formed by anodization. When the surface was buffed with
CMPwithout the addition of the H2O2, the porous surface oxide was re-
moved and the surface topography reduced to 205 ± 32 nm. CMP pro-
cess in the presence of the oxidizer at 3 wt% and using the polytex buff
pad further reduced the surface roughness to 128± 41 nm, achieving a
smoother surface finish. When the abrasive papers were used, on the
other hand, surface roughness increased as the grid size increased
reaching up to 517 ± 88 nm when the 90 mm grit size paper was use
in place of the pad material.

The larger scale roughness measurements conducted with the
profilometer were consistent with the AFM roughness values on the
high surface roughness samples including the baseline sample and the
les treated with five different experimental conditions.

ttability contact angle (θ) RMS surface roughness (nm) Profilometer surface
roughness (nm)

Ra Rz

4 ± 0.7 486 ± 17 425 ± 40 2660 ± 50
6 ± 1.2 205 ± 32 410 ± 20 2570 ± 60
3 ± 2.6 128 ± 41 350 ± 30 2470 ± 120
2 ± 0.2 423 ± 56 350 ± 50 2770 ± 60
1 ± 0.7 517 ± 88 540 ± 220 4170 ± 1800



Fig. 4. Results of the (a) material removal rate and (b) surface wettability of the baseline and CMP treated Ti plates.
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samples processed with CMP by using the abrasive papers. As it can
be seen in Table 1, the baseline sample was measured as 486 ± 17 nm
by AFM and 425 ± 40 nm (Ra) by the profilometer as an example.
These values are statistically the same. However, for the samples
processed by using the soft polishing pad in the absence and the
presence of the oxidizer, AFM roughness values were reported as
205 ± 32 nm and 128 ± 41 nm, whereas profilometer roughness
values were 410 ± 20 nm and 350 ± 30 nm, respectively. For these
smoother samples, the local roughness measurements by AFM are
giving smaller values as compared to the larger scale measurements
by the profilometer and the results are statistically different. This
finding is supporting the fact that the CMP treatment by the smooth
pad usage is decreasing the surface roughness locally while still
protecting the global curvature of the sample as desired. This result
is also confirmed from the Rz measurement taken by the
profilometer, in that, the average roughness depths are comparable
for the relatively smoother samples (~2400–2800 nm) yet the sam-
ple treated by using the largest grid abrasive paper has a Rz value
of 4170 nm. These results further support the utilization of CMP as
a method to control the surface roughness to enable the tuning for
the needed biocompatibility.
Fig. 5. Post CMP treatment AFMmicrographs and pre and post CMP cross sectional images of t
CMP with 3% H2O2 oxidizer (d) post CMP with 3% H2O2 oxidizer with 45 μm grit abrasive pap
3.2. Characterization of the surface oxide layer

The nature of the surface oxide forming on the titanium plates char-
acterized for elemental composition as well as for the crystal structure.
In order to determine the elemental composition, XPS analyses were
performed. Furthermore, the changes in the crystallographic nature of
the titanium surface in the absence and presence of the oxidizer in the
CMP slurries were analyzed by XRD analyses to understand the protec-
tive nature of the surface oxide.

Fig. 6 shows the XPS spectrum of CMP treated titanium plates in the
absence (only by using water in the CMP slurry) and presence of 3 wt%
H2O2 at the 2p orbital region of the titanium (Ti2p-region), and the 1s
orbital region of the oxygen (O1s-region). This analysis was conducted
to determine the changes in the intensities of the typical titanium and
the oxygen peaks of the titanium plates as they are known to confirm
the protective oxide formation on the surface [16]. A prominent Ti
2p3/2 peak was observed at 459 eV region (Fig. 6a), which corresponds
to the binding energy of Ti 2p3/2peak conformed to that of Ti in TiO2.
Similarly, O 1s peak is positioned at the 530–535 eV region (Fig. 6b),
which can be assigned to the three chemical components of oxygen
namely (i) the lattice oxygen O2− (530.3 eV), (ii) the bridging and
he titanium plates (a) as received baseline sample (b) post CMP without oxidizer (c) post
er and (e) post CMP with 3% H2O2 oxidizer with 90 μm grit abrasive paper.
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Fig. 6.XPS spectrum of CMP treated titanium plates in the absence (only by usingwater in
the slurry) and presence of 3 wt% H2O2 at (a) the Ti2p region and, (b) the O1s region.

Fig. 7. EDX analyses on the titanium samples CMP treated with

Table 2
Summary of EDX analyses on the titanium samples CMP treated with water versus 3%
H2O2.

Sample Element Net Nor. C (wt.%) Atom C. (at.%)

CMP without H2O2 Titanium 19,954 93.95 84.49
Oxygen 1145 5.35 14.39

CMP with 3 wt% H2O2 Titanium 17,997 88.01 72.94
Oxygen 2045 9.33 23.15
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terminal OH− (532.0 eV) and (iii) the adsorbed H2O peaks (533.2 eV)
[17,18]. The samples polished by CMP in the presence of the oxidizer
showed a higher intensity of the O1s peak relative to the samples
polished by using only water in the slurry as seen in Fig. 6b. Yet, the Ti
2p3/2 peaks of the titanium overlapped for both samples as seen in
Fig. 6a. These results confirm the surface oxidation of the titaniumplates
when the oxidizer is used in the CMP slurry and indicate the formation
of a protective oxide on the surface of the titanium [6,32]. In addition,
Fig. 7 shows the EDX analyses performed on the CMP treated samples
in the presence and absence of the oxidizer with soft pad. The results
showed the surfaces of both samples are composed of titanium and ox-
ygen. The net value of the oxygenwas 5.30% on the sample treatedwith
CMP by using only water, whereas the surface treated with CMP in the
presence of oxidizer had a value of 9.02% as summarized in Table 2. As
expected, the sample treated in the presence of oxidizer had a higher
net value of oxygen and the corresponding titanium percentage was
relatively lower in agreement with the XPS results.

In order to verify the protective nature of the CMP induced titanium
oxide, the changes in the surface crystallographic nature of the titanium
plates exposed to CMP treatment with and without the oxidizer addi-
tion was also studied by grazing angle X-ray diffraction analyses. This
technique has the advantage of focusing on the thin film region of the
sample surface and hence can give a precise comparison of the oxide
thin film crystal structure forming during the CMP process. As it can
be seen in Fig. 8, when hydrogen peroxide is added into the CMP slur-
ries, the relative intensity of the Ti peak [33] reduced by 23% from 175
to 135, while the relative intensity of the titanium oxide peak (the ana-
tase form of titania) [35] increased by 17% from 410 to 480. This data
further agreeswith the formation of a thin filmof oxide layer on the sur-
face of titanium plate when it is treated with the oxidizer in the slurries
water only suspension versus with the addition of 3% H2O2.



Fig. 8. XRD analyses on the titanium samples CMP treated with water only suspension versus with the addition of 3% H2O2.
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during the CMP process. It can be concluded that a denser film of titania
is formedwhen oxidizer is used as compared to the sample CMP treated
by using only water. This is due to the faster conversion of the titanium
atoms into titaniumdioxide in the presence of theH2O2 by oxidation re-
action enhancing the protective nature of the oxide film on the implant
material surface [32,37,38].
3.3. Bio-stability and bio-compatibility evaluations

3.3.1. Cell viability analyses
In order to understand if there are any adverse effects of CMP treat-

ment on the titanium implant material, the preliminary biological anal-
yses were conducted to test the cell viability after the CMP application
and the results were compared to the untreated sample. Fig. 9 shows
the cytotoxicity test results conducted to evaluate the percent cell activ-
ity on the polished surfaces as compared to the baseline and the known
positive and negative samples [39]. The results confirmed that the cell
viabilitywas not affected by the CMPprocesswithin the 72 h of the test-
ing period. Furthermore, it is expected that the formation of the protec-
tive oxide films of titaniumwill further limit the titanium dissolution in
longer term and hence improve the cell viability, which needs to be
studied through in vivo evaluations.
Fig. 9. Cell viability on the titanium samples treated with CMP as compared to the baseline
biocompatibility [35].
3.3.2. Bacteria growth analyses
Post CMP treatment biological evaluations were also performed

through the bacteria growth analyses. Fig. 10 illustrates the growth
zone thickness of the bacteria when the treated titanium plates were
plated upside down in the petri dishes containing the nutrient fluid
after 1, 3 and 7 days [40]. The baseline sample with a thick and porous
oxide layer has shown an increase in the bacteria growth after the
first day as the layer thickness increased from ~1.4 mm to ~1.8 mm.
The same observation with a more pronounced effect has been noted
on the titanium plate on which the oxide layer was removed through
CMP application without using an oxidizer. The bacteria zone thickness
increased to ~1.9mm from thefirst day value of 0.9mm. This is believed
to be due to the oxidation of the bare titaniumsurface in the nutrient so-
lution. As the bacteria are known to grow on the oxide surfaces, the in-
crease in the bacteria growth zone is potentially promoted when the
oxide is formed [3,6]. This trend can also be explained by the increased
hydrophobicity of the surface by the formation of the oxide, which pro-
motes the biocompatibility [41]. When CMP is performed with 3 wt%
H2O2 addition, however, the results indicate that the increasing surface
roughness promoted the bacteria zone thickness which can be attribut-
ed to the better adhesion of the bacteria on the rougher surface. Yet, all
the sampleswere observed to retain an almost constant bacteria growth
zone as a function of time after the CMP application. The consistency of
and control samples to observation of the CMP process and chemical applied samples



Fig. 10. Bacteria growth analyses on titanium plates quantified by thickness of the bacteria zone surrounding the titanium plates after 1, 3 and 7 days (reproduced with permission from
Basim, Ozdemir and Karagoz, Copyright 2012 Cambridge University Press (USA) [36]).
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the bacteria growth response of the CMP treated samples is believed to
be due to the formation of a nano-scale protective oxide layer on the
surface during the CMPprocess. Therefore, it is plausible that the control
of surface roughness through CMP application can further be used to
control the infection resistance.

3.3.3. Cell attachment analyses
The fibroblast type L929 cell attachment behavior was also evaluat-

ed on the titanium plates prepared by five different methods. Fig. 11
shows the change in the number of cells after 1, 3 and 5 days incubation
in the well plates (after the fifth day the cells were observed to die due
to lack of nutrient and hence the results were not reported). The cell
growth increased on all the samples in consistencywith the cell viability
results. Yet, the growth rate showed a tendency to change by the surface
roughness of the titanium plates. Samples surfaces which were CMP
treated with the coarse abrasive papers and hence had a surface rough-
ness of 400 nmand above (polishedwith 45 and 90 μmgrit abrasive pa-
pers) have shown less amount of cell attachment. As it is schematically
illustrated in Fig. 11 on the cross sectional images of the actual samples,
Fig. 11. L929 fibroblast cell attachment test results according to surface modification w
it can be suggested that the reason for this response is the sharp edges
forming on the surface topography, which cause some of the cells to
rapture as they try to approach and attach to the surface. Similarly, the
baseline sample with a high RMS roughness value (~486 nm) also
showed lower trend in cell attachment. On the other hand, the samples
treated with CMP by using the polymeric polishing pads had smoother
surface finish as it can be seen from their cross section images and the
RMS surface roughness values reported in Table 1. Between these two
surfaces, the best cell attachment was observed on the titanium plate
which was CMP treated in the presence of the oxidizer. This plate had
the smoothest surface finish (RMS surface roughness of ~120 nm) and
a protective oxide film formed on its surface as shown in Figs. 6, 7 and
8. On the other hand, cell attachment was limited when the CMP was
performed without an oxidizer and the pure titanium was exposed on
the surface of the plate. This may be due to the dissolution of the Ti+4

ions in the absence of the protective oxide layer on the surface that
limits the attachment of the cells. However, the standard deviations
calculated based on three measurements do not show a statistically
significant difference among the samples tested as observed by other
ith CMP within a 5 days test period to observation proliferation distribution of cell.
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researcher earlier [42]. Hence it can be stated that the CMP implemen-
tation increases the tendency of cell attachment when it is applied in
the presence of oxidizers and using a soft pad promoting the smooth-
ness. The sensitivity to the surface structuring is alignedwith the earlier
literature findings where the nano-scale structuring was observed to
enhance the cell attachment [22,23].

3.3.4. Hydroxyapatite attachment analyses
Hydroxyapatite (HA) has been widely used as a coating material for

dental implants due to its chemical composition similar to natural bone
mineral and its capability to promote bone regeneration [19,42–44]. In
this study,we have evaluated theHAattachment on the samples treated
with CMP and once again compared the attachment performance to the
baseline sample. Fig. 12a and b illustrate the HA attachment and the
change in the RMS surface roughness values as a function of the HA
coating, respectively. It can be seen that the attachment of HA increased
with the increasing surface roughness. The smoothest surface obtained
by the CMP in the presence of the oxidizer and the polytex pad resulted
in the minimum amount of HA attachment which was 1.4 mg/72 h,
while the surface with the highest roughness (polished with 90-μm
grid paper) resulted in 2.1 mg attachment/72 h. In addition, the post
HA coating surface roughness valueswere higherwhen the original sur-
face roughness was higher. The AFMmicrographs given in Fig. 12b also
clearly show the change in surfacemorphologywith theHA coating. It is
Fig. 12. HA attachment evaluation of the titanium samples (a) amount of HA attachment as a
coating.
interesting to note that although the pre-HA coating surface roughness
of the baseline sample was similar to the roughness values obtained
when the abrasive papers were used for CMP applications (45 and 90-
μm size sandpapers), the HA attachment was not similar on these sam-
ples. Fig. 13 demonstrates this difference much better when the cross
sectional AFM micrographs of all the samples are compared pre and
post HA deposition. Obviously, CMP induced surface roughness helped
promote the HA attachment with a thicker layer deposited on the sur-
face. This observation also supports the enhanced biocompatibility of
the surfaces when CMP is applied since the HA attachment is known
to promote the cell activity with increasing roughness on the HA coated
surface reported to increase the osteoblast cell attachment in the earlier
studies [42,43].

3.4. CMP application on 3-D dental implants

Fig. 14 summarizes the CMP performance of the 3-D dental implant
sampleswhichwere obtained fromMODEMedikal Inc. The same exper-
imental procedure was followed on the 3-D dental implant samples by
replacing the polymeric padwith a polymeric brush and hand polishing
the samples all over their exposed surfaces with the alumina based
polishing slurry. CMP performances were evaluated based on themate-
rial removal rates measured by the change in unit volume as a function
of time and also measuring the wettability responses of the implant
function of surface treatment and (b) measured RMS roughness values pre and post HA



Fig. 13. Post HA coating AFMmicrographs and pre and post cross sectional analyses of the titanium plates (a) as received baseline sample (b) post CMPwithout oxidizer (c) post CMPwith
3% H2O2 oxidizer (d) post CMP with 3% H2O2 oxidizer with 45 μm grit abrasive paper and (e) post CMP with 3% H2O2 oxidizer with 90 μm grit abrasive paper.
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surfaces on a pre-selected region where the screw pitch is the same. It
can be observed that both the material removal rate responses
(Fig. 14a) and the wettability results maintained the same trend as
observed on the titanium plates. These results are encouraging in that
the biological responses of the 3-D implants are expected to be similar
to the 2-D equivalents.



Fig. 14. CMP performance of the 3-D dental implants (a) material removal rate analyses and, (b) wettability responses post CMP treatment.
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4. Summary and conclusions

In this study we introduced CMP process as an alternative tech-
nique to engineer the titanium based implant surfaces to induce
smoothness or controlled surface roughness while simultaneously
forming a protective oxide layer. CMP technique was observed to
help control the surface oxide thickness which has shown advan-
tages in the bacteria growth analyses. The cell growth was observed
to be affected more by the surface roughness and the cell attachment
results have illustrated that there is an optimal roughness value
where the cells are better adhering on the implant surface when
their size match the surface structure better. Furthermore, HA at-
tachment results also confirmed that the CMP treated surfaces tend
to help the HA deposition more than an oxidized surface although
the surface roughness values were comparable. The application of
the CMP on the 3-D dental implant surfaces also resulted in similar
CMP responses as compared to the 2-D plates confirming that the
CMP application can help enhancing the surface properties of the ti-
tanium based implants.

In conclusion, CMP is a synergistic technique that can be implement-
ed on the metallic implants by simultaneously forming a protective
oxide layer, limiting bacteria growth, controlling cell attachment as
well as promoting the attachment of biocompatible coatings.
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